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Participants address the umbrella challenge
topic of “Renewable Prosperity” during
all Creative Leadership programs while
applying professional mastery tools in this
“learn by doing” methodology. Together with
our Challenge Partners we identify specific
challenges which make room for a more
granular approach in concepts development.
Challenge topic outputs (concepts, ideas,
projects, movements) can become tangible
and will be IP licensed under Creative
Commons so as to ensure they can become
an added value to society.
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WHAT IF THE FUTURE IS: RENEWABLE
PROSPERITY?
How might we enable all people to access quality living conditions,
by drawing from available and abundant endogenous and renewable
resources?

2050 VISION
Participants will explore their 2050 visions by applying the “Backcasting”
tool and address their limiting beliefs by applying the “Reframing” tool to
expand the boundaries of their Vision.
Examples of 2050 Vision:
By 2050 “n” million people are able to afford their desired quality of life
standards (Urban Dignity Charter1), relying predominantly on endogenous
resources.
Or:
By 2050 “n” poor communities thrive on 80% endogenous resources
Or:

no scarcity of resources. These contemporary and pertinent philosophies,
however, place little trust in us, as the beneficiaries, leaving little room for
governance. Currently our behaviour is perceived as unpredictable and
uncontrollable, both a threat in a model that aims to solve most societal
challenges and in order to conquer the role of “prosumers”, we need to
first gain their trust. When we perceive we are trusted, our motivation to
act is triggered and this unleashes tremendous potential. What we aspire
we will strive for. Societal resilience builds on our communities’ ability to
support all its members (no matter how different and without exception,
now and in the future) to reach their highest quality of life potential.
Renewable Prosperity envisions resources (renewable and finite) as
abundant, enough to cover all our needs today and tomorrow, without
mortgaging our common future, and belonging to Humanity overall.
Renewable Prosperity embraces all endogenous renewable resources, to
make these broadly accessible to every person. The scope of endogenous
renewable resources is broad, aiming to make these accessible to every
person: connectivity (the Internet), water, energy, food, health, useful
materials, and work including people’s free will to contribute. To re-establish
harmony in the Planet’s regeneration capacity and therefore resilience,
Renewable Prosperity carries solutions that thrive on the interest without
tapping into the Planet’s capital, truly acting as custodians for finite
resources that should remain available also to future generations.

Avoid “n” million grid disconnections (due to lack of payment of water,
energy or internet bills) per year in Europe

Accessing the local renewable potential as best as possible requires
trusting many more stakeholders and inviting them to take on active roles
in decentralized resource transformation. Managing decentralized systems
is a complex, yet inevitable challenge any society promoting free will, faces
culturally, politically and technologically.

WHAT ARE THE PREMISES FOR
RENEWABLE PROSPERITY?

PASSION AND PURPOSE

Circular Economy and Cradle to Cradle are developing economic and
industry models based on core principles that care about the planet’s
future and envision a world where there is no waste and also therefore
1

A world with no unnecessary suffering (all that can be avoided, like poverty /
most stresses including chronic diseases…) is a highly aspirational vision.
Being able to work towards this vision and contributing effectively is highly
rewarding.

Developed by PHILIPS’ as part of our Livable Cities probe – Clive van Heerden and Jack Mama
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KEY WORDS

leadership, are at the core of most of this program’s content creation and
tools. After the completion of the REBUNDANCE Creative Leadership
Program, Participants may decide to take the concepts developed during
the on campus modules, into incubation. With a long-term vision, which
encompasses the wellbeing of society at large, REBUNDANCE2 supports
the incubation process by nurturing, encouraging stakeholder engagement
and connecting with entrepreneurs from the broader Lisbon community.
Reaching the desired social impact often implies pivoting and reiterating.

Resilience, broad prosperity, endogenous resources, accessibility,
decentralization of transformation of renewable resources, embodied
redundancy, lean yet abundant, remanufacture, upcycling, …

THE CONTEXT
Lisbon takes much of its identity from the Atlantic Ocean and Tagus river
estuary. Its location, on the south-western edge of Europe, with its distinct
climate, air quality and light thrive on this dominant natural element. The
relationship cities like Lisbon have with the Elements and local Resources
will be reframed during Creative Leadership Programs.
The enormous potential endogenous (renewable) resources represent in cities like Lisbon is far from exhausted and
can transform these cities’ prosperity profile. Engaging the high quality key Stakeholders who are active in these cities
is key to the successful development of a broad prosperity Challenge.

The following paradigm shifts are likely to be addressed by Participants
during the Creative Leadership Program focusing on the present Challenge
topic:
From a linear approach to a life cycle approach | from drill hole thinking to systems thinking | from resource supply
to user oriented services | from “public” ownership to “user” centred ecosystem | from pro profit to broad prosperity
| from centralized infrastructure to decentralized systems | from consumer to prosumer | from recycling to upcycling
| from top down decisions to grass roots governance models | specialist design to holistic co-design | from waste to
food | from one water for all uses to one water for each use | from shed water to fix water locally | ...

While working on innovative solutions for the proposed Challenges,
Participants of the creative leadership programs will get to know new tools,
apply them to their projects and develop real contributions to solve the
societal Challenges Partners have collaborated in identifying.

BUSINESS RESILIENCE 3.0
We need to redesign our business models so that they may add societal
value and contribute to the resilience of communities and enhance the
regeneration of natural ecosystems. When every business brings multiple
benefits to as many as possible beneficiaries it will contribute to our
development by broadening prosperity and resilience. People Planet Profit
(triple bottom line) and entrepreneurship, as an expression of creative
2

ABUNDANT POSSIBILITIES
Information triggers our imagination and, as intention precedes matter, we
articulate our own aspirations and needs that grow into emotional identity,
which drives our actions. Information triggers our imagination and, as
intention precedes matter, we articulate our own aspirations and needs
that grow into emotional identity, which drives our actions.
Although we may associate renewable to infinite, let us assume both
scarcity and abundance are real as our system conditions. If so, in
order for us to build a societal model where prosperity is thriving, where
everyone has access to what they need when they need it, it is likely that
commodities will be shared. Matching needs with available commodities,
within the time frame we expect becomes key.
Can we envision the resilient governance model that can put this in place,
peacefully shifting from the paradigm of ownership to the open paradigm
of access and sharing?
At the core of Renewable Prosperity is the ability to access what we
need when we need it, while ensuring that every commodity is used to
its utmost synergy potential. This is where synergies become key, where
one plus one becomes more than two, where the alchemy of scaling
(tipping point) can begin.
Designing a societal model that breeds broad, renewable prosperity by
making communication via the web, energy, water, food, health, materials,
work, calls for a closer look at emerging systems and models for each of
the essential building blocks:

www.rebundance.com
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A CASE FOR THE WEB
Having free access to the Internet wherever we are is a clear emerging expectation in
society and is being tested by providers in many locations. There is a societal statement
in this service: making information available all the time, everywhere for everyone, is
about sharing power.
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A CASE FOR THE WEB

This resource has only recently become available, nonetheless it now
enters most facets of our lives and is considered fundamental to our
existence.
Having free access to the Internet wherever we are is a clear emerging
expectation in society and is being tested by providers in many locations.
There is a societal statement in this service: making information available
all the time, everywhere for everyone, is about sharing power.
IN THE CASE OF THE INTERNET WHAT DOES FREE MEAN?
Where we see the real value is key to position the cost we are willing to
carry. Most of us are happy to pay a fixed amount every month, so that at
all times we access great Internet everywhere. We understand that this
access is only possible if there is a functioning infrastructure in place and
if it is impeccably maintained. If all our needs and expectations are catered
for we are happy to play our role in this system by paying a fair fixed fee
for the fact that we have guaranteed access to this service. If the quality
service we expect is justified (common sense) we demand it as the base
service and are not really willing to pay extra for more quality of service
we may need - we don’t want to feel “restricted” nor at the mercy of one
provider.

Will everyone have access to the Internet anytime and anywhere they
need it? Will it be a centralized or a decentralized system? Will the
Internet continue to be provided as a service? Will citizens be trusted and
empowered to become bigger contributors to the system?
THE INTERNET VALUE PROPOSITION:
Our role in the web can already go beyond consuming: when using the
Internet, we are provided the service of communication and data, but we
can also become a prosumer , if, simultaneously we contribute by sharing
existing or adding new data or by propagating the signal and thus the
network.
Many cities have invested in providing a free Wi-Fi service in public spaces
– mostly financing it by monetizing the on-line visibility with some form
of publicity. So if we answer the question “what does free mean?” we
understand that in the case of the Internet, free is not really free for the
end user, free means available to any one using a device that can connect
to the internet and it also means there is a fixed cost or a fee paid to a
provider somewhere.
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A CASE FOR ENERGY
Looking at the future of energy, there also seems to be an emerging expectation on
free access. While the Internet, as we know it today, is perceived as entirely created
and delivered by a provider, the perception on energy could be shifting, as the end user
plays a more and more active role in the system.
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A CASE FOR ENERGY

This resource is precious and although our survival may not entirely
depend on it, our expected standard of living and our development does. It
enters every facet of our lives.

•

•
Looking at the future of energy, there also seems to be an emerging
expectation on free access. While the Internet, as we know it today, is
perceived as entirely created and delivered by a provider, the perception
on energy could be shifting, as the end user plays a more and more active
role in the system. When micro generation of renewable energy comes
into play and, it takes place on our very own roof, we also become a
“prosumer”. Having direct access to useable energy, transformed locally,
begs the question: what is the real value we recognise in becoming part
of a wider system, as we weigh it against reaching full energy autonomy?
This value proposition is key to develop a winning business model, where
more than our own needs we consider the collective needs and synergy
opportunity!
IN THE CASE OF ENERGY, WHAT DOES FREE MEAN?
This question begs an answer and the answer needs to be sought in the
prevailing complex and dynamic reality we live in. Perhaps we can start by
identifying some of the key drivers of change:
•

•

Technological development will continue to command a lot of attention
and some expected developments will change the way we use and
perceive energy, the way cities function and the way we live;
Industry’s role will continue to shrink and alternative, fast responding
production (crowd sourced) will grow;

•

Energy as a service implies combining other resources to provide an
answer to the end user’s needs (ex: clothes washing, thermal comfort,
lighting…)
Future energy systems need to result from a co-design process,
involving a broad spectrum of societal stakeholders as these need to
own their responsibility in overall societal resilience;
End user value perception is shifting and will be key to the success of
future energy business models;

Will everyone have access to the energy they need? Will we source energy
locally (endogenous, renewable) or will there be only centralized supply?
Will cities source energy predominantly locally? Will energy be provided as
a service? Will we be able to access the energy to cover our needs all the
time and everywhere? Will citizens be trusted and empowered to become
relevant actors in transforming renewable energy?
WITH A FEW ADJUSTMENTS TO THE INTERNET VALUE PROPOSITION
WE CAN ENVISION THE FOLLOWING FOR ENERGY:
Our role in energy can already go beyond consuming: we are able to
contribute as local micro-producers. Even with all the technological
advancements and as attractive as they may seem, seizing the role of
“prosumer” will not result in energy autonomy. For autonomy to work,
local energy supply would need to be synchronous with demand. Neither
are we willing to accept to consume only when energy is available, nor
are we likely to be able to produce all that energy we require at the time
we require it. The guarantee of continuous access to the energy we need
is only possible if there is a functioning, multidirectional and intelligent
infrastructure in place and if it is adequately maintained.
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A CASE FOR WATER
Water has a critical role also in urban resilience and it is clear that cities need to shift
from shedding water to fixing water. Moving away from the model of one water for all
uses to one, where water has the adequate quality for each use is a big challenge for
the developed world, as the provider model is extremely embedded in our culture.
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A CASE FOR WATER

This resource is precious and scarce and our survival depends on it. It
enters every facet of our lives.
Are we building up the expectation of free water? Could the Internet and
energy models also work for water? Traditionally, fountains made drinking
water available to the population free of any charge – fountains were tools
to ensure political popularity and peace. These days, drinking fountains
are neither apparent nor abundant (they do exist for example in parks),
possibly because bottled water has become an enormously accessible and
no less profitable business. A good example in London are campaigns like
“give me tap” address the need for free drinking water and the reuse of a
personal refillable water bottle - a wide network of cafés and restaurants,
agree to give free tap water, to any one who has such a refillable “give
me tap” bottle. These initiatives voice the need for alternative models and
access to drinking water free of charge.
Like with energy, the role we may take on with water is also prone to grow
beyond consuming: harvesting rainwater and recycling grey water are
emerging movements at the local level. Although these waters can be
safely used in the domestic context for clothes washing and toilet flushing,
they are neither appropriate for drinking, nor for personal hygiene.
Although it is easy to store, fresh water is very prone to contamination,
thus requiring high quality maintenance and supervision. Again, like
energy, an intelligent and bidirectional infrastructure is essential to make
the best use of all available waters.

Water has a critical role also in urban resilience and it is clear that cities
need to shift from shedding water to fixing water. Moving away from the
model of one water for all uses to one, where water has the adequate
quality for each use is a big challenge for the developed world, as the
provider model is extremely embedded in our culture. The fact that
creating parallel infrastructure systems is unlikely to become economically
viable in synchronicity with the emerging awareness that fresh water is
scarce, may become a motivating factor to decentralize water harvesting
and recycling. Will everyone have access to the drinking water they
need? Will different quality waters enter our homes? Will we source water
locally or will there be only centralized supply? Will cities fix water locally?
Will water be provided as a service? Will we be able to access the right
water to cover our needs all the time and everywhere? Will we double up
on centralized infrastructure or will citizens trusted and empowered to
become a relevant actor in transforming renewable (upcycled) water?
WITH A FEW ADJUSTMENTS TO THE INTERNET VALUE PROPOSITION
WE CAN ENVISION THE FOLLOWING FOR WATER:
Our role in water can go beyond consuming: we can use available
technologies to contribute as local producers. As attractive as
technological advancements may seem, seizing the role of “prosumer”
will not result in water autonomy, as fresh water (drinking water) when
produced domestically is not yet considered safe. We require water to
be available to us with the adequate quality for every use always when
we need it. The guarantee of continuous access to the right quality water
we need is only possible if there is a functioning, diverse and intelligent
infrastructure in place and if it is adequately maintained.
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A CASE FOR FOOD
If we take a step back and look at the life cycle of food holistically, we realise that it
remains a societal challenge and that how we go about producing and distributing it to
date, can be vastly improved.
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A CASE FOR FOOD

Our survival depends on this resource. Although this is not exclusively so,
food is provided by Nature and requires our input, water and energy.
Hunger and Malnutrition are fundamental global Challenges we cannot
tolerate.
If we take a step back and look at the life cycle of food holistically, we
realise that it remains a societal challenge and that how we go about
producing and distributing it to date, can be vastly improved.
Which foods do we need and how much do we need? The answers to
these questions need adaptation to the specificity of each person, mood
and activity - nonetheless these answers exist!3 Many of the effective
answers to these questions conflict with powerful business interests and
thus, the information available is made controversial, which results in
confusion!
In the complex and dynamic reality we live in, we could begin to answer
our needs by addressing some of the following key drivers of change
(trends and insights):
•
•
•
•
•

Technological development will continue to bring surprises and will
change the way we look at food.
The way food is produced and distributed can be made to have only
positive effects on the planet and on people’s health.
Urban food production and food diversity are key for social resilience.
As a precious resource, food waste needs to be minimised at every
stage of the life cycle and upcycling food needs to become easy.
The food experience needs to satisfy physiological, cultural and
3

•

emotional needs.
The food people are able to access must contribute to their health and
well being and all those foods that have been proven to have negative
health implications and a (often very high) cost to society must be
made difficult to access, at least while they may be reframed.

Will everyone have access to the food they need? Will the food
we can easily access promote our health, well being and capacity
to contribute? What new foods will enter our daily lives? Will food
diversity unfold? Will we source food locally or will there be only a
hand full of global food suppliers? Will cities become greener and
provide food? Will food be provided as a service? Will citizens be
trusted and empowered to become relevant actors in producing
local foods?
WITH A FEW ADJUSTMENTS TO THE INTERNET VALUE
PROPOSITION WE CAN ENVISION THE FOLLOWING FOR FOOD:
Our role in food can go beyond consuming: we can use available
technologies and spaces to contribute by producing locally. The role
of “prosumer” will not result in food autonomy, but will take a lot
of pressure away from the food supply and distribution system. The
guarantee of continuous access to the right quality food we need is
only possible if there is a functioning and intelligent infrastructure in
place and if it is adequately operated.

https://rebundance.com/offer/circles/food-manifesto/
https://rebundance.com/blog/
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A CASE FOR HEALTH
Health can be deeply rooted in our life style and embedded in our culture and identity.
Improving our health (preventing illness) can be a slow process, requiring consistent
and committed behaviour changes. Even when changing behaviour will clearly be
beneficial to our health, finding the motivation to do so can prove difficult.
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A CASE FOR HEALTH

This resource is the very essence of our survival and longevity. It enters
every facet of our life and how we are able to enjoy it and be an active
agent. As it is so important, we need to be proactive and make it grow.
Society is plagued with broadly reaching chronic medical conditions that
cause great suffering and overall astronomical societal costs, which can
be, at least in part, inverted.
There are two fundamental approaches we can individually and
collectively build on to promote health: prevention and repair. In the near
future, scientific development will make both these approaches infinitely
more effective with the mapping of the human genome.3
Health can be deeply rooted in our life style and embedded in our culture
and identity. Improving our health (preventing illness) can be a slow
process, requiring consistent and committed behaviour changes. Even
when changing behaviour will clearly be beneficial to our health, finding
the motivation to do so can prove difficult. Currently, motivation to repair
damage done, in order to survive or regain quality of life, is easier to rouse,
as the reward of therapy can be effortless, immediate and drastic, often
without behaviour or life style changes.
The pharmaceutical industry has grown tremendously and among its
successes are the contribution to reducing child mortality, stopping us
from succumbing to many of the epidemic illnesses that wiped out entire
3

races in the past and it has also contributed to increase our life span.
Nonetheless it is flawed (many illnesses cannot yet be cured), polluting
(collateral damage in ecosystems) and exclusive (many people have no
access to the drugs they need). With precision medicine based on genome
mapping, as well as immunotherapy, many of its flaws may be corrected.
Will everyone have access to the therapy (prevention or repair) they need
when they need it? Will our lifestyle including food promote health? Will we
value prevention higher than repair? Will chronic diseases fade? Will every
malady have a remedy? Will disease stop being the main cause of death?
Will we source remedies locally or will there be only a hand full of global
remedy suppliers? Will health be provided as a service? Will technology
master big data on health?
WITH A FEW ADJUSTMENTS TO THE INTERNET VALUE PROPOSITION
WE CAN ENVISION THE FOLLOWING FOR HEALTH:
Our role in health can go beyond consuming health services: we can
promote our own health. Information about our health status will allow
health services to become more effective. The role of “prosumer” will
not result in health autonomy, but will take a lot of pressure away from
the health system. The guarantee of continuous and overall access to
the right lifestyle and health services we need is only possible if there is
a functioning and intelligent infrastructure in place and if it is adequately
operated.

https://rebundance.com/offer/circles/food-manifesto/
https://rebundance.com/blog/
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A CASE FOR MATERIALS
Taking a step back and looking at the entire life cycle of materials, we observe that how
we go about producing, distributing and disposing of materials to date, can be vastly
improved, while leakage can be kept to a minimum.
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A CASE FOR MATERIALS
By the end of 2016, Lisbon Municipality aims to bring together all relevant
Stakeholders to initiate the co-design of Lisbon’s circular materials life
cycle. Contributions to the success of this objective are sought.
Raw materials are precious resources, as they are the building blocks of
our existence. Currently we perceive raw materials as finite – after they
are sourced and used, they are assumed to end up as waste. Taking a step
back and looking at the entire life cycle of materials, we observe that how
we go about producing, distributing and disposing of materials to date,
can be vastly improved, while leakage can be kept to a minimum.4 In the
complex and dynamic reality we inhabit, we can begin to redesign the way
we provide for our needs by tackling some of the following key challenges:

•

•

•

Governance and technological development are driving Industry
to redesign the way it makes things, taking on a “Cradle to
CradleTM”7 and “System Thinking”6 approach to eliminating waste
and upcycling materials
Material ownership is likely to be substituted by “services”
(Example: we won’t buy windows, we will lease the needed
functions it provides, including maintenance)
Aiming to make commodities effective, diverse and accessible
to all, the global “maker movement”6 builds on open source,
collaborative contributions and end user engagement, creating a
network of maker spaces to produce locally

Circular Economy is likely to be one of the most robust forerunners
of the societal model we need yet its’ scaling power is still impaired
by a fragile governance approach. When circular systems engage
all stakeholders, building on trust-based relationships, the process is
co-owned and the output will be more resilient.

Access to commodities that are not locally produced implies
transport and this important dimension requires redesign, as
it is currently unsustainable. Will everyone have access locally
to the commodities they need? Will materials be fully cradle to
cradle (refurbished during use, remanufactured between uses
and upcycled after use)? Will mining for raw materials reduce
considerably, and will remanufacturing increase exponentially? Who
will own materials? Will there be only a handfull of global materials
suppliers? How far will we transport which materials? What new
materials and maker spaces (Fablabs) will enter our lives? Will cities
become production hubs again, where we can make much of what
we need, when we need it?
WITH A FEW ADJUSTMENTS TO THE INTERNET VALUE
PROPOSITION WE CAN ENVISION THE FOLLOWING FOR
MATERIALS:
Our role in materials can go beyond consuming: we can use
available technologies to contribute as local production and remanufacturing. The role of “prosumer” will not result in materials
autonomy, but will take a lot of pressure away from the mining
materials and commodity distribution systems. The guarantee of
continuous access to the right quality services we need is only
possible if there is a decentralized, well functioning and intelligent
network of maker spaces and infrastructure in place and if it is
adequately operated.

4
http://zerowastelab.pt/home.php
Cradle to Cradle is a concept and the trademark is registered to McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry
6
Systems Thinking developed by Karl Henrik Robèrt “The Natural Step Framework” is a simple science-based tool for analyzing the complex issues associated with sustainable development.
7
Maker Movement (maker culture) pursues, arts & crafts, electronics, robotics and 3-D printing to create new devices locally building on an open source community contributions
5
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A CASE FOR WORK
During the Industrial Revolution we took on roles in production lines that proved more
suited to machines, as when we become captives of repetition, inevitably it leads to
mental stagnation and decline in performance, so with technological revolution we
entrusted machines to replace us. The digital revolution brought better machines and
the cyber-physical revolution is providing Robots that learn and that can build on the
big data available. With Artificial Intelligence (AI) the role of Robots is clearly entering
realms previously considered exclusive to Humans, including creative work.
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A CASE FOR WORK
Seen as our societal contribution, work is the way we make our existence
viable, meaningful and fun. Since, in our connected world, we can work
“anytime anywhere”, this contribution has become so much easier to make.
During the Industrial Revolution we took on roles in production lines
that proved more suited to machines, as when we become captives
of repetition, inevitably it leads to mental stagnation and decline in
performance, so with technological revolution we entrusted machines to
replace us. The digital revolution brought better machines and the cyberphysical revolution is providing Robots that learn and that can build on
the big data available. With Artificial Intelligence (AI) the role of Robots
is clearly entering realms previously considered exclusive to Humans,
including creative work.

work. Formal, informal, volunteer and employed work models are finding
their way, bottom up, into our growingly aware social economy.

Technology has enabled prosperity to permeate into all dimensions of
our lives. As a consequence, our living conditions have clearly improved
and the lowest common denominator bar has been raised. Access to
technology-enabled prosperity is, nonetheless, still a challenge. It is surely
also a challenge to engage the opportunities brought on by technological
development, reaping its power and potential, as opposed to becoming
immune to this avalanche of change.

WITH A FEW ADJUSTMENTS TO THE INTERNET VALUE PROPOSITION
WE CAN ENVISION THE FOLLOWING FOR THE FUTURE OF WORK:
Our role in society is a balance between giving and taking: we bring
our contribution to satisfy our own needs and those of others. The role
of “entrepreneur” will not result in work autonomy, but will take a lot of
pressure away from society. The guarantee of continuous access to the
work we are able to contribute with is only possible if there is a functioning
and intelligent supply and demand matching system in place and if it is
adequately operated.

Looking into the future, as it is likely we will be able to trust AI to replace us
on so many levels, more than duty work may embody privilege. Possibly,
then, we will spend only inspired moments working – channelling our
creative energies in acts of therapeutic self-expression, adding to our
sense of purpose, while solving societal challenges. If work is supply
driven, then key to effectiveness will be the matching platform between
demand and supply.
The commitment to a triple bottom line framework also implies integrating
the entire life cycle of work contributions with care and dignity, thus
including the mature work force and people with disabilities.
Meanwhile, emerging work models show us that as long as a task is
considered a need and valued by anyone, potentially, it can translate into

Will everyone have work and feel engaged in and useful to society? Will
we work all our lives and all the time? Will we work on command, by
commission, responding to someone else’s needs? Will we work when we
are inspired and store our work on a platform that later matches our work
with a need? Will we step in and out of the working system when it suits us
and still have an effective contribution? Will we source work locally or will
there be only a hand full of global work providers? Will cities remain work
hubs, possibly with networks of co-work spaces where we can work all we
need, when we need it? How will AI influence intellectual property?

THNK HAS ADDRESSED THE FOLLOWING SPECIFIC TOPIC IN THE
CREATIVE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM OF 2016:
The Municipality of Lisbon, represented by the vice Mayor, Duarte
Cordeiro, concerned with reducing 10% of the city’s waste, embraced the
role of Challenge Partner and, together with THNK Lisbon, co-designed
this Creative Leadership Program’s specific Challenge, launching to
participants the following creative question:
“How might Lisbon Municipality build the city’s prosperity by engaging
all stakeholders in a movement that reduces the city’s waste?”
Four projects resulting from this Challenge are in development.
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OPPORTUNITY TO RAISE AWARENESS

POTENTIAL CASE STUDY

KEY QUESTIONS

In less affluent contexts the economic crisis has brought many
disconnections due to lack of paying the bills. Highly conscious of their
appearance, these residents are likely to go to extremes not to let their
condition be known.

Can we commit to renewable broad prosperity? Will we recognise
the added value these intelligent and secure systems bring? Are the
technologies we require to access the endogenous renewable resources
mature and affordable? If all our needs and expectations are met, will we
be happy to play our role in these systems? Like in the Internet model,
are we willing to pay a fair, fixed fee for the service, because we will have
guaranteed access at all times to what we need? If so, to answer the
question “what does free mean?” do we understand that in the case of the
energy and maybe water, “free” also means available and at a fixed cost?

In one particular neighbourhood, right beside the main intermodal station
of Lisbon and, also close to one of the wealthiest residential areas of the
city, there are a dozen or so social housing tower blocks. During the crisis
many of the resident families, no longer able to pay their bills, were cut
off from water and energy supply and have since relied on the affordable
meal service offered at the local housing association’s headquarters. Their
access to an affordable personal hygiene service is one of their many
needs that remain unresolved.
In this context there is an abundance of renewable resources locally
available – to mention only two: more than 3K hours per year of intense
solar radiation, an average rainfall equivalent to Scotland during winter –
would this suffice to invert this utterly humiliating situation into one where
people retain their dignity, gain control over their lives and a role in their
local community?

Does a resource service at a fixed cost promote careless and excessive
use? How do we address and secure end-user demand side efficiency,
when using the resource or taking advantage of the service? What needs
to change to make resource use effective? When resources are provided
as a service (as opposed to a resource we are supplied and charged by
the quantity we use), how can the providers (whether a Utility or ourselves)
benefit from efficiency in consumption so as to encourage and promote
it? How do we promote circular economy in “home” systems and in
industrial (appliances) production?

There is also access to available on going services such as the public
swimming pool, that could provide an affordable personal hygiene service
to these families, within a suitable framework.
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POSSIBILITIES TO ADDRESS IN THE FOLLOWING DIMENSIONS

LOCAL
As obvious as it seems to most people that the Mediterranean region’s
economy is not particularly well positioned to prosper, it is undeniable
that this region of Europe benefits from abundant solar radiation and
sufficient periodic rainfall to cover most of its needs. Potentially, therefore,
and with the support from best available technologies, transformation of
these renewable endogenous resources into broad prosperity is a realistic
aspiration.
CULTURAL AND POLITICAL
Trusting every member of the community to contribute to the overall
societal prosperity (well-being) is a cultural challenge, especially for
Government, Institutions and Corporations. To date, solely Government
and Utilities hold the power to manage resources. The will to share this
power with members of the community, who have not necessarily earned
their respect in the resource distribution system, is an act of vision.

BEHAVIOURAL
When a resource is readily available will we be able to treat it as if it were
precious and use only as much as is absolutely necessary? Provided as
an integral part of a tangible service (for example clothes washing) no one
benefits from increasing resource use – independently if it is renewable or
finite, remanufactured or new – and the focus is on quality.
TECHNOLOGICAL
Decentralization bears many technological challenges:
Ensuring that transformation of endogenous (renewable) resources into
useful community services takes place at local level, relies on advanced
technologies:
• Real time monitoring and user centred displays
• Multi-directional and smart grids with sentient devices (Example: if the
electrical vehicles batteries are unable to store and return energy to
the grid, as needed, the smart system cannot function)
• Local, adequately sized, smart harvesting and storage facilities
• Real time smart system management
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